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Weeks 1& 2: Music of the Mycenaeans/Notation

Lesson 1
 Objective: To learn about the music of the Mycenaeans, and to  
      review musical notation.

Teaching Point: 
Music of the Mycenaeans

We begin this year’s journey in the land of 
the Mycenaeans.  Open The Story of the 
Greeks, turn to page 21, and let’s begin 
our musical adventure!

Read the first two paragraphs and answer the fol-
lowing questions:

1. Who settled the new Argos?

2. He helped them learn how to build ships and founded 
what in honor of whom?

3. What was the role of women at the festivals?

As we learned last year, music is often used in wor-
ship, whether to the one true God or to gods of man’s 
imagination.  

              Mycenaean Lion Gate

Why did 
the Mycenaens  

sing?
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Notation 
Besides learning about music in history, we will also continue to learn how to read and 
write music.  If you studied with me last year, this will be review for you.

Sing “London Bridge Is Falling Down.”  When we sing, we do so at a regular or constant 
rate of speed.  We do not speed up or slow down, though sometimes the end of a song is 
slowed gradually.  

Sing “London Bridge Is Falling Down” again, and as you do so, clap only on the words or 
syllables in bold print, “Lon-don Bridge Is Fall-ing Down”  These words or syllables on 
which you clapped are on the beat.  Repeat until you can do this smoothly.

Last year in our lessons, we used 4-beat groups, or measures; this year we will use different 
groupings as well.  In fact, “London Bridge Is Falling Down” falls into 2-beat groupings.

Can you tell that when singing, you naturally put more emphasis on the syllables marked 
with this symbol (>) above the text?
 >                        >             >                   >          
 London Bridge is falling down, falling down, falling down.

Now let’s show the musical notation under the words:
   >                        >                   >                   >   
 London Bridge is falling down, falling down, falling down.
 

 ♫   ♫		♫ ♩	♫ ♩	♫ ♩

If we are not singing words, put perhaps playing an instrument or just saying the rhythm, 
we can use syllables that mean that the note lasts a particular length of the beat.  If the 
note is to be the length of the beat, we say, “tah” (which we spell ta); if the note is only half 
of the beat, we say, “tea-tea” (which we spell ti-ti).  Using our example above, I have writ-
ten the rhythm syllables below the musical notation:
 >                        >                   >                   >     
 London Bridge is falling down, falling down, falling down.

 ♫   ♫		♫ ♩  ♫ ♩	♫ ♩
 ti- ti       ti-ti       ti- ti      ta         ti- ti   ta ti- ti     ta
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What if a beat is silent?  We use the symbol Z,and we say, “sh.”  This symbol is called a 
rest, because there is a rest in the music.  We should use this at the end of our “London 
Bridge is Falling Down,” because we are short one beat.  Let’s look:
   >                        >                   >                   >     
 London Bridge is falling down, falling down, falling down.

 ♫   ♫		♫ ♩  ♫ ♩	♫ ♩
 ti- ti       ti-ti       ti- ti      ta         ti- ti   ta ti- ti     ta
   1   &      2 &      1 &       2          1 &    2    1  &     2

    >                       >                     >                 >     
 London Bridge is falling down,   my    fair      lady.

 ♫   ♫		♫ ♩  ♩ ♩	♫ Z
 ti- ti       ti-ti       ti- ti      ta         ta        ta ti- ti     (sh)   
 1   &      2 &      1 &       2          1         2  1  &      2

Here are three examples.  Say them aloud using the ta and ti-ti syllables. When you come 
to the Z, do not say anything, but extend your hands outward with palms up and your 
elbows close to your body.  Clap the rhythm first, then say the rhythm syllables, and last 
of all clap and say the rhythms at the same time.  

#1  ♩ ♫	♫ ♩
      ta ti-ti    ti-ti      ta

#2    ♫	♫ Z  ♩          

       ti-ti   ti-ti    (sh)          ta

#3 Z  ♩	♩ ♫ 
 (sh)      ta          ta        ti-ti

Music of the Mycenaeans/Notation



Music Tool Box
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Materials:
 
-pencil 

Needed for Next Week: 

-pencil

Project 1

Notation Project

Now you try!  
Write the syllables below the notation:

#1 ♫	Z	♩ Z

#2 ♩	♫  Z ♩

Write the notation above the syllables:

#3 ti-ti  ta ti-ti  (sh)

#4 ta (sh) (sh)   ti-ti 

Answers:

#1 ti-ti  (sh)   ta  (sh)   #2  ta    ti-ti  (sh)    ta    
#3 ♫	♩ ♫ Z    #4  ♩ Z	Z  ♫ 
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Lesson 2
 Objective: To learn what part music played in the work of 

Homer and the Greek culture.

Teaching Point: 
Homer
Let’s start today’s journey exploring the man 
who told great stories in two epic poems.  
Turn in your copy of The Story of the Greeks 

to page 48.  We will focus today on the first full 
paragraph; then answer the following questions. 

What did the people not have?

What is the connection between not having those things and 
thinking that Homer’s stories were wonderful?

Into what did Homer turn his stories?

How did he recite his stories, and why do you think he did so?
  

Weeks 3 & 4: Homer/Music in Greek Culture

How can 
you memorize 

easily?
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Music in Greek Culture
If we stay in the time of Homer, what would we learn about what the Greeks thought about 
music?  

One thing we would realize is that the people believed that music was of divine origin, 
though they did not believe in the one, true God.  In fact, they believed that music was 
invented by three of their gods: Apollo, Amphion, and Orpheus.  Some of the gods have a 
specific instrument associated with them used in their worship: Apollo with the lyre, and 
Dionysus with the aulos.

The Greek people believed that music could heal disease, cleanse the mind and the body of 
harmful things, and bring about miracles.  Today music therapy brings mental and physical 
change and healing to those who suffer.

As we have already seen on page 6, Homer created poems about 
Greek heroes that were accompanied by and recited to the people.  
These poems were very long; reciting the lines to music would make 
memorizing them easier. 

Three instruments that the Greeks played were the lyre, the kithara, 
and the aulos.  The lyre and the kithara were string instruments with 
five to seven strings.  The aulos was an instrument that looked like 
someone had two recorders in their mouth!  Each of the two sections, or pipes, had a reed 
which made a very shrill sound when air was blown through it.

Music of the Greeks was usually monophonic.  “Mono” means one, and “phonic” 
means sound.  If music is monophonic, it means that only one sound is heard at a time.  
Sometimes the music would have two parts sounding at the same time, but that did not 
happen frequently.

Their music was also usually improvised, meaning that each performance was different; even 
so, it would have been similar in style and would have stayed within acceptable rules of 
composition.

The music of the Greeks was linked with words, dancing, or both.  The words of poetry 
determined the rhythm and therefore the melodies of the music.  Singers performed at 
religious ceremonies, physical contests, and dramas; their music complemented the required 
patterns of their dances.

Roman copy of original 
Greek bust of Homer 
from the 2nd c. BC
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Below is a sound-off that will make learning the information about the music of the 
Greeks easier.  If there are two or more of you learning the facts, simply divide into two 
teams.  Each team will memorize either the odds or the evens.  If you are the only one 
learning the sound-off, start with either the odds or the evens, and have a parent or 
friend read the lines that you are not learning.  When you have successfully learned the 
first part, switch parts until you have memorized the entire chant. 

Ancient Greece Sound-Off, Part I

 1. The Greeks recognized that music has a divine origin.

  2. They believed that music was invented by Apollo, Amphion, and Orpheus.

 3. People thought music could heal disease, cleanse mind and body, and bring forth  
  the miraculous.

  4. In the time of Homer, poems about their heroes were recited at banquets.

 5. Three Greek instruments were the lyre, the kithara, and the aulos.

  6. The lyre and the kithara were string instruments with five to seven strings.

 7. The aulos was a double pipe instrument with reeds that was very shrill.

  8. Greek music was usually monophonic, improvised, and linked to poetry,   
   dancing, or both.

Homer/Music in Greek Culture

Woman playing a kithara
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Music Tool Box

 

 

Sound-Off Project

Learn one portion of the sound-off according to the directions on 
page 8.  Keep working on it every day until you can say it from 
memory.

Notation Project

Review the rhythms from the last lesson.  Write the syllables below 
the notation:

#1 ♫	Z  Z	♩

#2 ♫	♫	♫ ♩

Write the notation above the syllables:

#3 ti-ti  (sh) ti-ti  (sh)

#4 ti-ti ta (sh)   ti-ti 

Then say the syllables aloud while you clap the rhythm.

Answers:

#1 ti-ti  (sh)  (sh) ta   #2   ti-ti   ti-ti   ti-ti   ta    
#3 ♫	Z  ♫	Z   #4 ♫	♩ Z   ♫

Project 2

Materials:

-pencil

Needed for Next Week:

-pencil


